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This improvement occurs because the

C.") bore area on which the gun pressure acts may be greatly Increased with
only a relatively modest increase in total projectile weight, and the
small diameter flight body has less aerodynamic drag. Obviously, to
obtain the optimum performance improvement, the sabot massnusat be kept
"LI-.as low as possible within the constraints set by the structural requireIL

vwm!s of the sabots.

Foremost of these requirements is that the sabot must ensure
the in-bore operation of the projectile, i.e., it must be able to
seal the gun tube against the hot propellant gas. Then, especially
for long rod kinetic energy penetrators, the sabot must provide
enough support to prevent the subprojectile from being permanently
deformed in an undesirable manner during in-bore travel. Also, the
sabot must constrain the subprojectile during in-bore travel and
then discard in such a manner as to impart small initial yaw and
yaw rate to the subprojectile during launch. These parameters are
related to target dispersion and should be reduced as much as
possible. Finally, the sabot will generally provide the means for
assembly of the full round. Hence, such matters as fin encroachment into the cartridge case and location of crimping grooves so
that the assembled round can withstand rough handling should be
considered.
In t6he 'discussion to follow, we will assume that the peaetrator diameter, .length, and material, fins and nosecone (in
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short, the inflight con figuratlo0)
Lire given.
In addition, the
In practice
interior ballistic parameters of the gun system are known.
However,
the sabot designer would have input to all these decisions.
these interactions will not be treated so that some basic concepts of
sabot design may be the primary focus.
These ideas were applied during
the recent Advanced Technology Tank Gun Initiative (ATTGI) Program
At
which culminated in the December 1977 Trilateral Tank Gun Trials,
these trials
the U. S. Armor Piercing Fin Stabilized Discarding Sabot
(APFSDS) Projectile was very successful, so there has been experimental
verification of the design features to be emphasized in the following.
This conThe first
concept is the use of a ramp-back sabot.
figuration has had an extensive development at the Ballistic Research
Laboratories.
Both the Silver Bullet and the 60mn Anti-Armor Automatic Cannon (AAAC) Technology Programs have a long conical taper as
One reason for this feature is
the aft configuration of the sabot.
that a sabot is composed of a number of segments or petals around
Thus, if the
the circumference, rather than being a single piece.
aft profile of the sabot is such that the base pressure acts in an outward direction over any portion of the sabot (as due to undercutting to
remove material), the resilt 13 An opening of the sabot petals and/or
separation from the subprojectile.
Unless an additional structural seal
is added to this conventional rear shape, the gas pressure seal can be
lost and severe blowby occur,
This is ei,,ecially true when a condition
The ramp-back causes
of high secondary wear is present in the gun tube.
gas pressure on its surface to be translated into compressive hoop and
radial stresses in the sabot.
'Tlus the Interfaces between sabot petals
and between the sabot and subprojectLile tre self-sealing. ,
Most of the force imparted to the sabot by the propelling gas
The taper profile may be
must be transmitted to the subprojcctile.
tailored so that the shear distribution between sabot and subprojectile
is nearly uniform.
This condition allows maxiinum load transfer over a
given length of interface.
The second major concept Is that of a centered rotating band.
The conventional design methodology for discarding sabot projectiles
This
locates the gas seal near the rearmost portion of the sabot.
has the effect of placing the rotating band well aft of the center
As will be shown later, the
of gravity of the in-bore projectile.
In order to avoid
result is an inherently unstable conf•guration.
this difficulty, the rotating band must be Located so that the center
of gravity of the projectile Is under It.
The Improved stability of
this configuration substantially reduces the magnitude of the transThe
verse moments applied to the projectile by its yawing motions.
<100
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durnag in-bore operat ion al low
smaller restor ing momenlt:s experienced
lighter weight sabots.
of the projectile
Locating the rotating band near the center
of the 60mm AAAC
design
sabot
required a change in the long ramp-back
a compound taper.
using
by
shortened
was
ramp
rear
The
projectile.
shear load transfer which is possible
To maintain the favorable uniform
ahead of the centered rotating
added
was
under a taper, a front ramp
the BRL Double-Ramp Sabot.
This configuration is the basis of
band.
As mentioned previously, one of
Calculation of Taper Profile.
ramp-back sabot is the self-sealing
the primary reasons for adapting a
propellant gas operating on the
The
nature of this configuration.
compressive hoop and radial stresses.
tapered surfaces creates very high
gas pressure, so there is no tenThese stresses are higher than the
splits between sabot petals,
narrow
into
dency for piassure to leak
forcing them apart.
that a long ramp-back
It has been realized for many years
subprojectiles to be launched without
sabot configuration might enable
at the sabot/
Tho high compressive radial stress
drivitng grooves.
a
rear taper, in combination with
subprojectile interface under a
shear
entire
the
allow
could
A
alone (1).
reasonable coefficient of friction,
from the sabot by friction
load to be transferred
to detormine the minimum weight
very recent study has attempted
a given shear load from sabot to
taper profile which would transfer
(2).
a specified friction coefficient
subprojectile without exceeding
along
transfer
shear
give a uniform
The minimum weight shape did not
of some very severe restrictions
use
the
However,
the interface.
the practi,:al application of
make
(e.g., a rigid subprojectile)
this work doubtful.
shlape of it long rear taper
The methodology of" calculating Lthe
based on elementary free-body stress
for a cylindrical penetrator is
solutions of closely related
analysis, combined with well known
by Dr. Bruce P. Burns
The basic procedure was developed
problems.
The taper profiles
Program.
of BRL during the 60nmi AAAC Technology
shear transfer along the interface
are designed to provide a uniform
condition.
at the maximum chamber pressure
the pro~ octut!c ac.celeration
The external base pressure and
based on an
ideraLiontot
cons
ic
may be found from interior bal list
stri'.,Hoss hi the penetrator
initial
The
weight.
approximate projectile
from the unsupported Inlength
the
at the edge of the sabot [s determined
Lhe acc,.IcuratIon.
and
11oseconoe,
or
fins
of
weight
rod,
of
s wilt refer to the sabot and
derivations to follow, a subtscript
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subscript p will refer to the peneirator or subprujectile.
The free bodies shown in Figure I are formed from the projectile
by planes perpendicular to the axis.
The segment is thin enough that
the outer contour may be replaced by a straight line, forming a truncated conical segment.
Squares and higher powers of AZ will be ignored
compared to one.
In addition, the slope of the contour will be assumed
to be small.
It is further assumed that the axial stress in each
component is constant over the cross suction, or, alternately that
only average axial stresses are considered.
The shear r is to be
constant in the axial coordinate and may be assigned any desired
value.
The object is to determine R(Z), the shape of the contour,
which will accomplish this.
iute ing the forces defined in Figure la acting on the sabot
in the axial direction, with consideration of the mentioned assumptions, gives

(1)

(P +
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To be able to solve this relation for t, the nxLal sabot stress must
be known.
Along the interface between sabot and penetrator, the axial
displacement is the same in both components (no slip condition).
Hence the axial strain is equal across the interface.
Utilizing
Hooke's Law for elastic materials, tie sabot axitl stress may be
found as
E
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Summing [oi ces acting onI the penetrator,
Figure lb gives, 1Icer integrating
(3)
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it remains to determine (o
+ o ) for tile sabot and penetritor
in terms of the known pressure nnd matefial propert ies.
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configuration under coriiideration, this would be a very difficult probThe difficulty may be eliminated by appealntg to the emallnees
.enm.
of tile taper ratio and tile printciple of superposition of streoses in
Then thle stress
order to consider oDly attesses in the r - ( plarie.
jtmttosolution for elastic circular
state may be approximated by the
cylindrical bodies of dissimilar materials acted on by external pressure.
The pressure at the .interface in the LamA tolutiosi is determined by
natchitig the radial displateements Ohere as
i
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If this relation were used in the diftertential equation for R, the
result would be a highly non linear expressionl duo to tile appearance of
To sidestep this difficulty, the limits of
R2 in tile coefficients.
Pi as K approaches both R. 1111d lar'ge pose ible, va-lues are determined.
and the numerical avorg-e used as the Colnstanlt value of Pj for All

values of R. This ist
(4) 2P1
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It equations (2), (3) anrd the Latin solutiton for (o
i differtnt tle
equ•ation (4) for interfac-e p'essure ore subattiirute
cutial equatliou (1), the solt-ltOLi miIty be• tfoutid by' Iutegration as
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Up to the present the derivation has implicitly considered the
rear taper.
However, the same analysis applies to the forward taper.
Since there is no propellant gas operating, the pressures ate zero.
In using the f,)rmula for ramp profile, the taper begins at the origin
of the Z axis.
Thus the slope of both front and rear tapers is positive.
Care must be exercised with the sign of other quantities; however,
especially the shear and acceleration, depending on the configuration
under investigation.
The taper profile calculated from the formula is nonlin. ..
Within the accuracy of the analysis and when only the lower portion
of the ramp is to be used in a compound taper, the actual R curve
may often b!-- replaced by a linear interpolation for ease of machining.
The formula as derived could certainly be improved.
Ignoring
the axial stresses while applying the Lamd solution is inconsistent
at least.
Axisymmetric stress solutions exist which improve the estimate of a being constant over the penetrator cross-section.
Use of
axial stress values corrected for nonuniformity at the interface
improve the taper predictions.
However, it would be inappropriate
to develop the approximate analysis too far.
Its purpose is to give
an initial estimate of a taper profile which permits uniform shear
transfer at the sabot/penetrator interface.
The predictions of the
formula should be checked and improved if necessary by use of an
axisymmetric, elastic, finite element code.
Only by this procedure

may the approximate analysis be Justified.
The concept of the double-ramp as opposed to the more con-

ventional sabot configuration may be Illustrated by finite element
analysis of two examples.
In Figure 2 is seen a saddle-back sabot,
with th&e pressure acting on the rear face of the sabot.
To illustrate
the e•hear load transfer qualitites, no acceleration will be imposed
on.,his example.
The parameters used in the calculations are shown
4• Table I.

X

A dot is used in Figure 2 to locate each element of the sabot
that has a tensile hoop stress.
A segmented HIaaot cannot support hoop
tension, so the seams must open in these reg0ions.
The areas of hoop
tension form a path completc~ly through the sabot, which would open
to gas flow.
Also shown Is the shear stress variation at the interface.
The result is very nonutniform, with a peak of nearly 344.75
MPa at the ends, falling to low values in the center.
This type of
variation is conducive to domino failures, with shear grooves failing sequentially along the in terfarce.
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Properties of Sabot and Penetrator

275,800 MPa

V
p

-

68,950 MPa

R

-

V

-

.3

S

.0254 m

p

s

0
0Z
P0

172.38 MPa

a

689.5 MPa

.0762 m
Length
of
Sabot -

.254 m

The same material and loading parameters were used to calculate
The desired
the stresses in a double-ramp sabot, shown in Figure 3.
Only two elements near
shear stress at the interface was 68.95 MPa.
The shear stress at the interface
the forward taper had hoop tension.
is relatively uniform, differing by less then 20.69 MPa from the projected value.
Both numerical examples were calculated with the SAAS II
They clearly present the
axisyswetric, elastic finite element code.
advantages to be expected from a double-ramp sabot configuration with
respect to self-sealing of gas pressure and uniform transfer of load
from sabot to subprojectile.
The Lack of in-bore stability
In-Bore Rigid BoddthrDnamic s.
of a projectile has important consequences for Its overall perforIt has been realized for at Least 100 years that locating
mance.
the rotating band at the projectile center of gravity improves inReasons for this conclusion may be demonstrated
bore stability (3).
Figure 4 Is a conceptual diagram of a
using rigid body dynamics.
It is assumed
conventional projectile during its in-bore travel.
that the rotating band acts as a centering device and that, therefore,
The
transverse yawing motion must be about: an axis through the band.
center of gravity is located at a distance L ahead of the pivot axis.
Clearances and eccentricities of parts cause the axis of the projectile to deviate from the centerline of the tube during in-bore
travel and move the center of gravity away from tlit' axis of the tube.
The setback force, due to thie acceleration of the projectile, will
be a vector parallel to the gun axiH, which will create an overif the gun tube is rifled, the
turning moment M about the pivot.
t
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contrifugal force due to the spin of tile eccentric projectile will also
Tile magnitude of the total moment is
produce a moment.
?1T

MZuL + M6"LA

and it is unstable in tile sense that any yaw angle, no matter how small,
This unstable
generates a moment which operates to increase yaw.
growth of yaw angle increases until the front bourrelet impacts the
tube wall, after which the projectile will travel tile remaining distance
rhe overturning moment
cocked at the maximum possible yaw attitude.
is countered by the moment produced about tile pivot by the force F
This force is reduced by the adapapplied to the forward bourrelet.
Even
tion of a to,'ver wheelbase or distance to the front bore rider.
The structure supportso, this transverse force may be substantial.
ing the front bore rider must stiffer the weight penalty necessary to
adequately resist the load.
As the length L approaches zero, the configuration of a
For this case, any small disturbcentered rotating band appears.
ance will not result in tile unstable growth of yaw, because the moment
This situation would normally be called neutrally
arm is zero.
o) moment which would tend to
stable, since as presented, there is
However, in a much more detailed dynamic
eliminate an initial yaw.
analysis performed by L. H. Thomas (4), it was shown that, for the
case 1. - 0, the gyroscopic moments due to spin woultd act to realign
the projectile and tube axes.
To ensure that the rotating band was centered over the position
of the e.g, , use was made of two coinpuLoer codes for calculating the
The first is a locally derived
rigid body propertiet of objects.
code which finds tile properties (weight, c~g., lumoments of inertia)
of axisymmetric shapes otr segment s by numerltcia
inttegration.
The
sceond code, known as MOMENTS 11 (5), Catl Combine several basic
shapes or defined shapes (such as are deturmlued froin tile first Code)
into a total body.
As anly design changes it'fectting tihe taper angles,
yte
over
relocated
fin weight, etc. are made, the rot.sting band may be'IlHthe
n-.
l ths
way tt,
tile Lenter of gravitry .in all iterativtu nannter,
bore stability of the projectile

is maiantauiled.

ThsrV is 1 thrift:LtAtdV Of 001or detaiis that
Other Details.
must be considered by the designer which will onlk le alluded to in
Since the double-ramp sabot Is a centered contfigurAthis section.
tion, the length of peneirator extehiting fore anid a1L ato the sabot
When the penet rator length k knowli, this calcumust be determined.
lation also determineti the minimum sabot lttgti.
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in order to determine thle al lowable tit res i evel in a structural component in a t riaxial state. of tatrecH, the eft'fective or equivaIt- is well know" that this
lent stress of plasticity theory is used.
parameter correla(tes withI p1aii y5.I d mutch b~etter thain liaximum normal
stress. The effectivye stress level ill the free- fort! and aft length of
dpedsonly oil tile aCIceleration forces ac tingon tile ubprotil rd
'ie'l

s tress ilmuueAd ately lift. and f orward

of t 1:11

sabot.

Tile above valuei of unsuppor ted length mnus t be checked for
s tab ility problemis * One such check is for colIunin buck~i 1g. Expressions fur deterMiling the cr it icalI length of it f ixed- free column in a
L~ikewise,
uniftorm icacelerat;ion field iuwky be found ill many handbooks.
thle problem of thle whiir Ing of it sha ft wi th an end masa (such as fine)
will have some crit ical Iength wh ichi must niot be exceeded for each
value of projectile spini allowod.
interf ace radial stress to
less tha11 Some MaXimum
Ili t~his area, no grooves or
allowable value of friction coefI.ftcient.
Iin the other portions
other load transfer devices are nec-essary (1).
of the sabot /penetrator inte rface, the r esuil.tant shear load must be
P'lhe niumber of grooves per inch is
carried by threads or grooves.
determined by equating tht, p rodutct of alIlowablet bearting stress slnd
bearing area with the sheari force per inich kif tinter face to be t ransmitted., To obtaini thlt highest posslb le groovei. st.rength in t~he dissimilar sabot and peniet rat or mat er ia I a, equal shecar a rra grooves should
Thle arteas of t-he root. of it tooth Ili tile sabot and rod is
not be usied.
LOMaterials so
riat bed Intversel1y to thelk Ult. ituia te t reLVngt ha (It hlit'o
lod.
ame
at a maY ci cVl thlt S,11
that both comlponens
Under thle real' taper thle rat. to ot

shear stress call be madle nearly COnS tlint anld

After the

t jt
inida

es ign caIctilat ton; hay.' beeni performed.

oct
m~apfed with a rliabe stresnthe piuo~vs,

lffect Ly shrouwldea

be edt

ic.

Iii

h

thitea

Ali; It fullyra

llowV hefrlld.WLhetILI'll Ml

i1X Vllet1

the

tr's
i

It maydbe aiilpiec Liated th.kt thiIs is anl over iv
thle respcutive mnateri~al.
0of I tse It1 11011
t'
I
conservative reqti remieilt. . s lac pLast I'c Iy OWd081t
The, l&a1lI) L 1 . 11ore- 4oPhIsit hadted
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failure criteria would be a very
design procedure.

fruitful modificatlotin of the current

Two separate models of the BRL
Test Results and Discussion.
A highdouble-ramp sabot were designed as part of the ATTGI program.
pressure version capable of operating at maximum chamber pressures of
A low-pressure version
730.87 MPa was initially tested, but not pursued.
operating at standard OSumm tank gun pressures was also designed and
tested more extensively.
A sketch of the low-pressure BRL double-ramp projectile is
It has been successfully fired during high temperashown in Figure 5.
ture tests to a peak chamber pressure of 572.29 MPa. Three of the early
versions of this projectile suffered rotating band failures, which are
believed to have been caused by excessive interference due to tolerance
Even though the sabots suffered severe gas wash due to loss of
buildup.
the band, there was no gas leakage between sabot petals or at the sabot/
No rotating band failures have occurred since
penetrator interface.
this band was redimensioned (28 rounds fired).
included withini the AITGI program wAtu the development of an
Effectively the same subproadvanced conventional saddle-back sabot.
jectile was used in both this sabot and the BRL double-ramp, so cowFor the full in-bore 105ME
parisona of performance are easily made.
projectile, the BRL double-ramp weighed slightly over .4536 Kg loes
This translates into a muzzle velocity
than the conventional sabot.
The Initial yaw of the
increase of 57.3 m/s for the subprojectile.
free flight subprojectile was measured from yaw cards approximately
Theise measturemonts showed nearly the same
40 m from the muzzle.
average value of yaw for the Hil double-ramp and the conventional
ilkewise, the targ.t dispersion t1L 1,000 meters,
saddle-back sabot.
was es.•:;ontially etqjual.
based on very small sampl,Is,
It had been anticipated that the centetid rotating band of the
BRI, double-ramp sabot would resul. In substantial reductions in initial
yaw and, consequently, target dispers ion, ovet thte conventional conInstead the values of these parametLUs are nearly equal
figuration.
Development of the doubItmp, by the lengthenfor the two sabots.
ing of the wheelbase aud/or the uise of hill iprooct11 e spin, will conthe *idvantages Ln reduced yaw
t inue in the future and should reveal.i
and target dispersion of whic[h the tdab le lu-oorc toiif Iguration is
capable.
T'he RRLdouble-ramp configutaLion hast been demonsstrated to be
Howpunetratorm,
-nergy
a very effective sabot for kiaune'hi g kinettic
ever, the concepts involved are, applticable whcntiever It J P desired to
obt ain

higher vyelc Ity
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